IR spectroscopy on isolated Co(n)(alcohol)m cluster anions (n=1-4, m=1-3): structures and spin states.
Isolated cobalt-alcohol cluster anions containing n=1-4 cobalt and m=1-3 alcohol molecules (alcohol=methanol, ethanol, propanol) are produced in a supersonic beam by using a laser ablation source. By applying IR photodissociation spectroscopy vibrational spectra in the OH stretching region are obtained. Several structures in different spin states are discussed for the (n,m) clusters. In comparison with density functional theory calculations applied to both the Co/alcohol clusters and the naked Co cluster anions, an unambiguous structural assignment is achieved. It turns out that structures are preferred with a maximum number of hydrogen bonds between the OH groups and the Co···Co units. These hydrogen bonds are typical for anionic species leading to an activation of the OH groups which is indicated by large red-shifts of the OH stretching frequencies compared to the naked alcohols. For each (n,m) cluster, the frequency shifts systematically with respect to the different alcohols, but the type of structure is identical for all alcohol ligands. The application of IR spectroscopy turns out to be an ideal tool not only as a probe for structures but also for spin states which significantly influence the predicted OH stretching frequencies.